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I begin my fifth
year of ministry
at WorldVenture, I reflect
on the past four
years and look
forward to the
future that lies
before us. The
same
energy,
excitement, and enthusiasm that
brought me to become the Vice
President of Finance and Administration position still empowers me
to press onward.
As I’ve listened to staff and international workers, I’ve learned
a lot about our business processes, routines, workflows, organizational culture, and the financial
challenges of WorldVenture. I am
deeply impressed with the quality,
commitment, and character of our
headquarters staff and international workers: godly men and women
who are deeply committed to their
individual ministries and the expansion of the Kingdom for Jesus’
glory.

WorldVenture has been modernizing its systems and processes
over the past three years. It has
been a season to rethink all aspects of what we are doing, why
we are doing it, and ultimately the
desired outcomes. It is hard work.
We describe the process as flying
the plane while simultaneously rebuilding the plane—all the while
trying to remain airborne. That
analogy accurately describes the
challenges, difficulties, and occasional frustrations associated with
a comprehensive “rethink” of our
operations. This is a huge undertaking, the fruits of which will support the next generation of ministries and workers—some of whom
have already taken off.
As you read through these magazine articles, you will get a good
overview of the diverse ministries
that are occurring, from the lasting legacy of our mission hospitals
to the sponsorship of children in
Uganda, to a coffee business in Costa Rica. As we continue to expand
ministry opportunities to all be-

lievers, our systems and processes
need to be dynamic to support all
aspects of His Church in action. We
are using state-of-the-art technologies, modern business processes,
leading management principles,
and compliant regulatory practices to provide the flexible support
needed. In the middle of all this
change is the ever-present human
desire for stability and consistency. This is a dynamic tension that
wrestles between the need to press
forward and the longing to catch
one’s breath. We recognize how
change adds another burden to the
spiritual battle of ministry.
May we continue to seek Him in
the midst of our daily walk. May
His peace permeate the din that
surrounds us. May His Spirit sustain us, empower us and deliver us
for His glory. May we give thanks
for His willingness to use us to
build His bride—the Church.
John Benza is the Vice President of
Information Technologies and Finance
for WorldVenture.
INSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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CHINA'S CROSS REMOVALS
PERSECUTION OR PERK?

China’s Cross Removals Highlight Complex
Relationship Between Church and State

by Charity Butler

removal of church crosses that has
taken place across China over the
past year and a half have many
Christians crying “persecution,” but
not everyone feels the same way or
has been impacted in the same way
by the removals.
In 2013, the Chinese government
decided to enforce building codes
that do not allow a cross to be
more than one-tenth the size of the
church’s facade and cannot be affixed
on top of the building either.
The enforcement primarily affected Protestant and Catholic churches
that are state-approved. The Chinese constitution grants religious
freedom, but only to those churches
and temples that register with the
government. Approximately 1,200
churches have had crosses stripped
off, according to news reports.
Only a small number of house
6
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churches have been affected by the
cross removals, since house churches typically do not have their own
free-standing buildings where they
could place a cross.
Some human rights lawyers and
pastors have also been arrested recently, including pastor Yan Xiaojie,
who was using text messages to send
out prayer requests concerning the
cross removals.
David Saperstein, U.S. Ambassador at Large for International Religious Freedom, traveled to China in
late August to address concerns of
human rights and religious freedom
violations.
“Ambassador Saperstein called for
an end to the ongoing campaign of
cross removals and church demolitions in Zhejiang province and an
end to harassment of members of
unregistered religious groups,” read
a statement from the U.S. Department of State.
WorldVenture worker Jay* and
his family attend a house church of
approximately
40 people who
meet in a small
apartment in a
little
Chinese
town. Jay develops and trains
disciples of Jesus and teaches
English to the
local people.
The church Jay
attends, as well
as other local
house churches he partners
with, has not
been
affected
by the code enforcement, he
said. Most of

the cross removals have been in the
Zhejiang province. And while there
are reports of a number of Chinese
Christians who say they feel the
cross removal is persecution, Jay is
not hasty to use such a strong word.
“In some cases, there have been
some violations of building codes…
and then the government comes
and there is a conflict that occurs.
In some instances, I would say the
Christians need to show a little more

humility as well,” Jay said. “Some of
this is affected, I believe, by some
higher-up policy that is coming directly from the highest leaders where
there is a concern that Christianity is
growing so fast.”
However, when it comes to the level
of tension and conflict between religious institutions and the cities, a lot
of it can vary from place to place.
“Some of the locals are more open
to Christians, and then in some cities

“Some of this
is affected, I
believe, by some
higher-up policy...
where there is
a concern that
Christianity is
growing so fast.”
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they’re not,” Jay said.
Estimates show there are approximately 130 million Christians currently living in China. Jay guessed a
more conservative number would actually be closer to 100 million. In the
late 1970s, after the death of Chairman Mao Zedong, the number of
Christians began to rise. There were
between 1 and 4 million Christians
before his death, including Protestants and Catholics.
Jay said he believes there has been
huge progress in religious freedom
in the last 20 to 30 years, yet that
freedom is limited and caution must
still be exercised. House churches
are considered illegal, and even approved churches face many restrictions. One such restriction is that
a Christian from a state-approved

church cannot proselytize to people
under 18 years of age.
“There are many wonderful government churches, you know, with
great brothers and sisters who worship [God]…but there is still a little
more control,” Jay said.
Mark*, a WorldVenture worker in
China, sees the cross removals as
part of a continuing trend of the complex relationship between church
and state.
“I think the situation with the
church in China is that the political
climate is always fluctuating. It will
get tight for a while and then it will
open up for a while. Overall, it is
opening up a little bit more all of the
time. I think that the situation with
the cutting down of the crosses on
churches this last year or so is more
of the same,” he said.
Some of the suspicion on the government’s part has arisen because
of a few protests that recently took
place as part of a pro-democracy
movement.

“China’s government was very concerned because they found some
Christians were involved in that
movement too. So that brings up all
the fears of threatening their power
structure,” Jay said.
It is possible regulations that have
required churches to take down their
crosses have tightened in an effort
for the government to regain more
power for the Communist Party, he
said. Buddhist and Muslim temples,
on the other hand, are not growing at
the rate Christianity has, and therefore aren’t as visible.
Because many of the worshipers at
Jay’s house church are new believers,
he said they are not as aware of the
past or have much fear of future persecution.
“They don’t have much understanding of what happened in the past
with Christians and persecution,” he
said. “We don’t want to scare them…
but on the other hand we want them
to be wise. So we try to little by little
educate them, especially the leaders,
on the background so they have a little more understanding. But we also
want them to not be afraid to share
their faith.”
*Names changed for security reasons
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SEMINARY
OPENS GATES TO
THOUSANDS OF
DISPLACED PEOPLE
Muslim re b els de s troye d th e c apit al of th e C e ntr al Af ric an Re p ublic.
Th e on e thing th ey didn’t to uch: an ev an gelic al s eminar y.
he Bangui Evangelical School of Theology—often known by
its French acronym
FATEB—is one of
the largest evangelical seminaries in
French-speaking Africa.
Located in the heart of the continent, it’s also seen countless horrors
in recent years, according to WorldVenture retiree Dr. Jack Robinson
and the seminary’s president, Dr.
Nupanga Weanzana. The conflict
between the Seleka (Muslim rebels) and the government displaced

thousands throughout the Central
African Republic, which necessitated the intimate involvement of the
seminary.
It all started on March 24, 2013,
when Nupanga and the rest of
FATEB’s campus were warned not
to go to church, as the Seleka rebels had taken over much of the capital. What followed was a complete
desolation of the city: the rebels destroyed schools, churches, and every
single government office, and stole
from hospitals. However, they left
the seminary untouched, even as
they destroyed everything around it.
Why did a group
of Muslim rebels
spare an evangelical
institution
when they destroyed everything
else?
“It’s a miracle. Nobody can explain

“It became a neutral
place where everybody
can come and meet.”
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it,” said Jack. “[FATEB] received
hundreds and hundreds of displaced
people without discrimination—
Muslims, Christians—anybody that
needed refuge in the crisis of the last
two years came to campus.”
In addition, because most of the
schools were destroyed in Bangui,
enrollment in FATEB’s preschool,
primary, and secondary programs
exploded to 2,000 students. At one
point, FATEB was providing shelter,
food, and supplies for 4,500 refugees
within its walls.
“They came to the gates; you can do
nothing to prevent them. As an institution we cannot let them go. They
came with their children, wives,
everyone—what can you do?” said
Nupanga.
The school ceased its operations for
a few weeks after the initial attack on
Bangui, and again from December
2013 to March 2014 when conflict
grew dangerous once again.
“They killed people right in front of

our gates,” said Nupanga. One of the
seminary’s alumni was also killed in
this repeated conflict.
Approximately 500 refugees are
still living in tents on FATEB’s campus; they have no homes to which
they can return.
“Our chaplain has done much to
help them to deal with the situation
spiritually,” said Nupanga.
Since 2005, WorldVenture has
raised close to $3 million to support
FATEB and its work. “WorldVenture
is very special, because WorldVenture adopted FATEB. This is something to be very grateful for,” said
Nupanga.
FATEB answered the call to help
those in need and became a champion of peace and neutrality. That’s
why Pope Francis planned a visit to
FATEB during his time in the Central African Republic in November.
The archbishop of Bangui asked
Nupanga if Pope Francis could visit
the campus and address church leaders there during his visit in November. Nupanga agreed.
In the months following the civil
conflict, government officials, United
Nations workers, NGOs, churches,
and others began meeting at FATEB
to discuss picking up the pieces of the
scarred country. “It became a neutral
place where everybody can come and
meet,” said Nupanga.

“[FATEB] received hundreds and
hundreds of displaced people
without discrimination—Muslims,
Christians—anybody that needed refuge in the crisis of the last
two years came to campus.”

Violence in the Central African
Republic has prompted the
Bangui Evangelical School of
Theology to care for refugees.

(Editor’s Note: At the time of publication, renewed violence in Bangui was
jeopardizing the papal visit to FATEB.
The seminary had once again opened its
doors to 2,000 displaced people, even as
gunfire surrounded the entire campus.
No one had been injured.)
WRITTEN BY KATE TRACY
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W O R L D V E N T U R E H O S P I TA L S I N
R U R A L A R E A S D E M O N S T R AT E
THE SPREAD OF THE GOSPEL
THROUGH PHYSICAL HEALING
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HEALING BEYOND HOSPITALS

xcerpts from the letters written by Wendell Geary, a WorldVenture missionary,
shed light on the trials and rewards of
pioneer medical work
in 1960s Indonesia. “Margie could tell lots of things
about the house, the rats playing all
night long on the bare beams above
us as we sleep under our net. But we
sleep well,” Wendell wrote to his father in October 1965.
He continues:
“Day after day I am overcome with
the realization of what we face in
achieving our highly idealistic goals,
both for the gospel and for medicine.
The gospel is the thing that shakes
me most…More than ever before I
would love to drop it all and come
home” (October 5, 1965).
Wendell was writing about setting
up the medical center in the primitive jungle. With minimal resources, Wendell, along with his wife and
children, struggled to maintain daily tasks with the influx of patients.
“Perhaps someday there could be a
tuberculosis sanitarium in Sungai
Betung where the patients could support themselves by growing fruit,” he
wrote in December 1965. “We often
dream things like this to keep ourselves from going mad with frustration.”
Wendell often prayed for his patients before performing life-changing surgeries. One patient, a Chinese
man, was so touched by Wendell’s
prayer that he came back the day afINSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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ter his surgery, asking if God could
forgive a man with sins as terrible
as his. “He said that he just couldn’t
get it out of his mind that the doctor
prayed before surgery,” wrote Wendell in December 1968. “That is what
started him thinking about his own
life—without God.”
The Gearys survived a Communist guerrilla uprising and a spurt of
“headhunting, blood drinking, and
liver eating” in 1968. Even though
their patients stopped coming for
medical care, the Gearys protected
300 Chinese in their hospital and
church.
Wendell Geary helped establish Bethesda Hospital, which now
stands on 30 acres of land five hours
away from the nearest airport. The
hospital boasts 100 beds in its tropical, rural setting, where islanders
receive medical care that’s desperately needed. Even more, Paul Geary,
along with his wife, Rebecca, has
continued in his father’s footsteps by
serving there as an associate doctor.
“When we arrived in 1998, the era
of the foreign missionary worker was
closing,” said Paul. “My parents were
the last medical missionaries still
there.”
National leadership has been Paul’s
primary focus at Bethesda. In the
time that he has served there, the
hospital has graduated from the
rudimentary wood buildings and
thatched roofs of Wendell’s day, to
robust pharmaceutical services and
energy-efficient buildings. An Indonesian Christian board structure
owns the hospital, and besides a
three-month stint where Paul became the interim leader, Bethesda
has become an Indonesian-led enterprise.
Keeping Bethesda running is no
easy task, however. “This is a big
14
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“We often dream
things like this to keep
ourselves from going
mad with frustration.”
– Wendell Geary
pioneer doctor, 1965

hospital operation running in the
middle of the jungle serving poor
people,” said Paul. “Then you look
over the past history of how God
has kept it running and has always
provided financially and provided
for the staffing. As long as the Lord
continues to bless it and use it for His
Kingdom purposes, then it might be
here a long time yet and we just keep
going with a long-term mentality.”

CARING FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN
Stella* works in a dominantly Islamic country at a Christian hospital,
where she cares mostly for women
and children. Since coming in 1994,
Stella has worked to save the lives of
women and babies in a rural setting.
Stella knows of many mission hospitals that have resorted to hiring
Muslims and Hindus because of the

lack of Christian medical professionals willing to serve. Many things
happen because of this, one of them
being that the hospital stops sharing
Christ with patients. In addition, the
patients stop coming. But this is not
the case at her hospital.
“We continue to have more patients
than ever,” said Stella. “In a country
that’s becoming more and more Islamicized, that’s only because God is
still allowing it to be there.”
Stella has been able to give out large
amounts of Christian literature, not
specifically through the hospital, but
because the hospital is there. The
compassion this hospital shows its
patients is tangible in many ways.
One woman, for example, had been
married 17 years but was unable to
have children. She went to the hospital, and soon after she gave birth to
twins, followed by three more children in the following years.

“I don’t know any other avenue that
you can reach women with the gospel
the way we can,” said Stella. “To have
such a wide circle that we have because of all these patients that come
in, there’s no comparison.”
Many pre-term children, especially the females, would die at any of
the other hospitals. But at this hospital, many have survived. Women
and families who stay at the hospital
interact with the staff for the subsequent weeks until they can take their
babies home. Stella says these women become very openly engaged with
the hospital staff during this time.
Without the hospital, the surrounding society would look very different.
“I think that a lot of husbands would
have lost their wives, and a lot of
mothers would have lost a lot more
babies,” said Stella. “There would be
a lot more despair in the community.”
*Names changed for security reasons

Although well equipped for delivery by cesarean section, the Christian hospital tries
to facilitate natural deliveries whenever possible.

INSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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IMPACT OF WORLDVENTURE
MISSION HOSPITALS
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INDONESIANS
RECEIVING
HIGHER
EDUCATION
IN THE LAST
50 YEARS

NEW
INDONESIANS
COMING TO
FAITH EACH
MONTH

$50,000
150

WRITTEN
OFF YEARLY
FOR MEDICAL
CARE FOR
THE POOR IN
INDONESIA

INDONESIANS
BEING
TRAINED AS
NURSES IN
BETHESDA
EACH YEAR

120

The Baptist hospital in Cote d’Ivoire stayed open for
the duration of the Ivorian civil war.

PEOPLE WHO
ACCEPTED
CHRIST AT THE
COTE D’VIORE
HOSPITAL
IN 2014
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WHEN THE GOVERNMENT
NOTICES
When a civil war broke out in Cote
d’Ivoire in 2002, many missionaries—including medical personnel—
were evacuated. The head of the
rebel army spoke with the director
of WorldVenture’s Baptist Hospital
in Ferkessédougou, communicating
that he wasn’t against Americans or
18
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the doctors or the Christians. Rather, he was against the government.
In fact, the rebel leader wanted the
hospital to stay in operation, as he
recognized the good the hospital was
doing throughout his country.
“God really protected the hospital
that first year,” said Diane Eliason,
a WorldVenture family nurse at the
hospital. “We weren’t closed a single
day during the whole sociopolitical
situation.”

Diane remembers how armed soldiers would walk through the hospital, armed, but none of the staff was
ever harmed. For several years, the
hospital was the only one to stay fully
open and fully staffed.
“We’ve been respected as a facility
that does quality work,” said Diane.
“There’s people all over the country
that know about the hospital.”
The 65-bed hospital sees 100 to 200
patients per day. In 2014, 120 people

The influence of the
hospital, beyond the civil
war, has been one of the
key catalysts to growing the
church in Cote d’Ivoire.

accepted Christ, a number that has
increased over the years. Every day,
the hospital shares a gospel presentation, and many of the staff pray
and share their faith with patients
when providing care.
“I’ve never had a patient—animist
or Muslim—refuse prayer,” said Diane.
The influence of the hospital, beyond the civil war, has been one of
the key catalysts to spreading the

church in Cote d’Ivoire. Over half
of the 200 churches established in
the 1990s had first been exposed
to the gospel through the hospital,
according to Diane. Even more, the
patients are treated with love and
respect, something that’s not always guaranteed at private or government clinics.
The Baptist hospital in Ferkessédougou has also instituted a nursing training program. Thirty-five

nurses are currently enrolled in the
three-year program, where they
receive Bible education as well as
medical training. Many of these
nurses stay to work at the hospital.
In fact, the training of doctors and
nurses to be sent out to other areas
has some of WorldVenture’s mission hospitals running almost like
missionary-sending organizations.
In Indonesia, Paul says Bethesda’s
vision is to become a model trainINSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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ing facility for Indonesian Christian
professionals to come and learn. The
hospital formed a sending agency,
MEDGO, to send these medical personnel to other parts of the country,
where 25 nurses, doctors, and administrators are currently enrolled.
“I think all medical mission [workers] are hopeful that they’re going
to be long-term, they’re going to be
sustainable, and they’re going to continue to support church ministries by
serving the poor,” said Paul.

THE ROLE OF THE MISSION
HOSPITAL
Dr. Robert Woodberry, Director
of the Project on Religion and Economic Change at the National University of Singapore, has studied the
correlation between conversionary
Protestant missions and a country’s
democratic development. Included
in this is the establishment of reliable health care in a country. Robert
thinks medical missions is responsible for the overall progression of
a country’s health. In fact, medical

missions is effective in a significant
way, beyond exclusively evangelistic
mission efforts.
“Medical missions...probably have a
significant long-term impact by helping to change attitudes in the broader community, and creating goodwill
in ways that direct evangelism does
not create,” said Robert.
Robert’s research has shown a
strong correlation between the presence of Protestant missionaries and
a country’s average life expectancy.
For example, for every Protestant
missionary per 10,000 people in
the year 1923, on average countries

A doctor checks on a patient
at the Baptist hospital in
Ferkessédougou, Cote d’Ivoire.
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gained 1.3 years in life expectancy.
In addition, for every percent a country becomes evangelized, the average
life gains .16 years.
Mission hospitals play a significant role in a country’s spiritual and
physical health as well. In a time
when third-world countries are developing both government and private healthcare, mission hospitals
and clinics are still necessary. That’s
because corruption and a lack of accountability are still common, according to Robert. Medical missionaries, because they are motivated by
something other than a paycheck,

will gladly staff institutions in remote, unglamorous locations.
“In a context where there is corruption and there is an underservice of
poor people, mission hospitals will
continue to play an important role,”
said Robert. “If there’s always a mission hospital there, it helps keep other hospitals on their toes, because
they know that poor people can always go to a place where they will get
service.”
For Wendell and Margie Geary who
pioneered the beginnings of medical
work in Indonesia, this was certainly
true, as they were much more than

health professionals. A fellow doctor
once told Wendell, “I don’t know how
you’ve done this.” He was referring
to the work that went beyond medicine: the preaching, teaching, administrating, and handling volatile
political situations.
Wendell responded in his letter, “I
don’t know how it was done either,
but I can’t take the credit.’”
WRITTEN BY KATE TRACY

WORLDVENTURE.COM
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YOU’RE
GOING
TO
BE
A
MISSIONARY
WHERE?

Why a country with deep Christian roots is the
nex t locat ion to hos t World Venture young adul t s.

WRITTEN BY HANNAH OOSTERHOUT
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im Elliot in South
America. Hudson
Taylor in East Asia.
David Livingstone
in Africa. These are
the names that first
flash through the
minds of many people today when they
think of missions.
Christians
often
think of countries
that fall in the 10/40
window or nations
with no known gospel presence. But
try to name this
country: a population of more than 59
million, containing
23 unreached people groups, and just
1.2 percent evangelical. Answer: Italy.
While
Europe
certainly has a
rich heritage of
faith, Christendom
doesn’t necessitate
Ch r i s t-fol lower s.
Less than three
percent of the entire European population
is evangelical.
Atheism is on the
rise, and shadows of
lostness and resistance
have characterized the continent.
Enter Tim and Jacki Faulkner.
WorldVenture missionaries in
Italy since 1998, the Faulkners
have a deep desire to equip
godly, capable Italian leaders
to plant and develop churches.
This is no small endeavor in a
nation whose Roman Catholic

roots run deep. Italy’s longstanding
history of Catholicism still largely defines national beliefs and culture, but
often individuals cannot “describe an
experience of new life in Christ,” Tim
says. “These days…the church [is seen]
as part of their tradition, something
they need to do to meet family and
societal expectations.” This familial
commitment to the faith has contributed in large part to nominal religiosity and, simultaneously, resistance to
beliefs that do not follow tradition.
So what does it take to reach the unchurched of Italy? The Faulkners believe it takes many years of faithful
investment in local relationships and
churches, as well as a 24/7 lifestyle of
evangelism.
Located in the northern outskirts
of Naples, Italy, Il Faro International Baptist Church is a community of
Italians and Americans whose vision
is to develop mature and united disciples. Tim and Jacki are passionately involved in the ministry of Il Faro
and share this vision to make disciples
in Naples. Members at Il Faro seek to
engage the community through highly
relational and creative approaches: offering Italian language lessons, hosting cooking nights, and participating

“These days…the
church [is seen] as
part of their tradition,
something they
need to do to meet
family and societal
expectations.”
INSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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in service projects in the greater
Naples area. Tim and Jacki not only
want people to claim a home church,
but also to experience new life as a
disciple of Christ.
“If you share Christ with 100 people, one will receive the gift of eternal life,” Tim says. “But there is often a lack of a plan to bring people to
maturity. There is a lack of models of
gospel-centered living and willingness to take up the cross and follow
Christ.”
Tim serves as Pastor of Expansion
at Il Faro, where he oversees small
groups, and also serves as the pres-

ident of their church-based training
program. His hope is that for every
church planted, they will have prepared capable church leaders. Jacki’s
heart is especially for the children at
Il Faro. For nearly 10 years, she has
been leading the Sunday School program, not neglecting the importance
of biblical instruction to children
who will one day be leaders themselves.
The Faulkners are part of a team of
five WorldVenture families in Italy.
They represent a variety of ministries: church planting, discipleship,
inner-city outreach, teaching and

administration in a local Bible institute, and much more. But all of these
are tied together in the field’s mission to “prepare faithful and capable
people to lead the churches who work
in collaboration with one another.”
This emphasis on leadership training goes beyond any one group of
people. “We intentionally choose not
to limit our leadership development
to Italians,” Tim shares, as is evidenced in the multicultural community of Il Faro International Baptist
Church.
This creates a natural inlet for Journey Corps, WorldVenture’s ministry

“There is a lack of models
of gospel-centered living
and willingness to take up
the cross and follow Christ.”
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training program for young adults.
Journeyers in Italy will quickly realize that authentic relationships take
time. As Tim and Jacki can attest,
the barriers to an individual receiving the gospel in Italy are many; only
sometimes do relationships lead to
gospel receptivity, and those that do
require an even greater investment
in discipleship. With the expansion
of the Journey Corps program to Italy, young adults have a new opportunity to engage a different context of
the world for Christ.
“They will learn the challenges of
understanding how to relate to a cul-

Tim Faulkner (above) will be
mentoring young adults serving as
Journeyers in Naples, Italy.

ture which seems so similar to the
United States, but is in reality so different. Journeyers who come to Italy
will understand the need for prayer
in a demanding area of the world,”
said Tim. As Tim and Jacki look forward to welcoming the first Journey
Corps team to Italy in 2016, they are
excited for the ways that Journeyers
will have a chance to serve.
About Journey Corps: WorldVenture’s goal in sending Journeyers
to Côte d’Ivoire, the Philippines, Indonesia, and now Italy is to equip
young adults to build the global
church, grow in their understanding of what cross-cultural missions
work really looks like, and come
away with a passionate vision of
what their role in God’s global work
could be. To learn more about Italy
and other Journey Corps locations,
visit www.worldventure.com/journeycorps.
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“ G o d h a s n o t a b a n d o n e d H u n g a r y,” s ay m i s s i o n a r i e s i n B u d a p e s t.
hen
Geza,
the
Grand
Prince of the
Hungarians,
began
ruling Hungary
in 972 A.D.,
he quickly gained a reputation
as a cruel leader. But something
changed when he decided to make
peace with the Holy Roman Empire: he accepted Christianity and
welcomed missionaries from the
West into his land.
According to one historian:
“He laid down a rule that the favor
of hospitality and security be shown
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to all Christians wishing to enter to
his domains. He gave clerics and
monks leave to enter his presence;
he offered them a willing hearing,
and delighted them in the germination of the seed of true faith sown in
the garden of his heart.”
And yet, Geza didn’t fully relinquish the pagan practices of his
past, continuing to sacrifice to both
the Christian God and his previous
gods.
In a sense, modern Hungary is
replicating what Geza established
more than 1,000 years ago. Crawling back from the Communist era,
the country is taking steps to re-in-

stitute its Christian heritage. Take,
for example, Hungary’s recent constitution changes. Not only does it
read, “God bless the Hungarians,”
but it also takes the stance that
marriage is between one man and
one woman, affirms life at conception, and condemns eugenics. In
addition, Prime Minister Viktor
Orban has installed religious education in all public schools, and
gave larger families a break in the
tax code.
With these Christian values playing a dominant role in the public
sphere, some wonder whether Hungary is experiencing a Christian

awakening. On the other hand,
Hungarians are simultaneously
holding onto the secularism that’s
typical of Europe, and even some
are expressing interest in neopaganism. With such dissonant and
conflicting values, how do Western
missionaries help Hungarians accept salvation through Jesus?

IT STARTS WITH LANGUAGE
Kedves elég a felszínen, de ők nem
lesz a barátom, csak mert veszel a
alma. That’s rough Hungarian for
“They’re nice enough on the surface, but they’re not going to be

your friend just because you’re buying their apples.”
WorldVenture missionaries Keith
and Beverly Sellers told me this as
they illustrated how Hungarians
are not interested in superficiality,
especially from foreigners. Arriving in Budapest in 2000, the Sellers proved the depth of their commitment to the country by learning
Hungarian, one of the hardest
languages for English speakers to
learn. They spent three years on intense language learning, and afterward continued to dedicate themselves to additional tutoring.
Was it worth the hard work? Ab-

solutely, they say. Without it, the
Sellers would never have reached
beyond cultural politeness to deep
relationship.
“Hungarians brag, ‘It’s a heavenly language—it takes an eternity to
learn,’” said the Sellers. “You’ll never know if [Hungarians] like you
or like what you’re doing until you
learn their heart language.”
Over the course of multiple years,
the Sellers have directly aided the
growth and strengthening of six
churches, while also having indirect involvement in countless others. Because of his mastery of the
language, Keith preaches in many

“There are pockets of
spiritual awakening, but
mostly it’s an underlying
culture change.”
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ty gospel, even as many people
have encountered Jesus at this
charismatic church. “Praise God
that people have come to the
Lord, but there’s a lot of people
who have been disappointed.”

CHANGES IN CULTURE
Keith and Beverly Sellers have been serving in
Budapest, Hungary since 2000.

different types of churches, from traditional to modern, urban to rural.
The couple serves in several other capacities, including teaching English
to Hungarians, and running youth
sports outreaches. More than anything, one of the great needs they are
dedicated to filling is strengthening
the existing churches.
“A lot of new churches have started
since the [Berlin] Wall fell, but a lot of
new churches are struggling too because of a lack of teamwork and understanding of how Christian leaders
function with each other,” they say.
“There is a wave of new churches, but
there’s a need to strengthen what’s
there too. There’s a need to rediscover the gospel.”
One church in Budapest, Faith
Church, is one of Europe’s largest
megachurches, boasting an attendance of 8,000 people in Budapest
and 70,000 around the country.
Led by Pastor Sandor Nemeth, the
church started 36 years ago in an
apartment, risking harassment from
the Communist government at the
time. The church now runs a seminary and teaches religion classes
in public schools, as it is one of the
state-registered churches.
“Faith Church is dynamic; it’s growing,” said the Sellers. But they worry
Faith Church promotes a prosperi-
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Even with the influence of
Faith Church and the prevalence
of traditional Christian values
in Hungary, the recent church law
has caused some skepticism as to
Christianity’s true influence in the
country. The controversial church
law of 2012 limited what the country
defined as a church from 350 groups
to only 14. Some saw this as a breach
of religious freedom, as the faith organizations that lost their church
status also lost tax breaks and other
benefits. But, according to the Sellers, the law may have had more to do
with finances and less to do with religious discrimination.
“This was not an anti-religious
campaign,” the Sellers say. “It didn’t
prohibit other groups from functioning; they just didn’t have the official
title of church.”
The law didn’t affect how the Sellers are growing and strengthening
the existing churches. When they are
out evangelizing and meeting Hungarians, the biggest thing they’re
noticing is a cultural shift away
from the organized church. Part of
why movements in Hungary like
Faith Church—as well as the Calvary
Chapel movement—are so successful
comes from a desire to move beyond
a traditional, elitist mindset.
“There are pockets of spiritual
awakening, but mostly it’s an underlying culture change,” they said.
What the Sellers are noticing is

that many younger Hungarians are
seeking for something beyond what
their secular culture is giving them.
“They know there’s got to be answers
out there, and they’re more willing to
talk to foreigners or people with new
ideas than ever before,” they said.
The Sellers are using this new
openness and interest to draw Hungarians to Christ. “The next step is to
hopefully help people become spiritually aware, and then spiritually
hungry…God is definitely working.
God has not abandoned Hungary.”
Contrary to what the instant gratification mindset of America likes
to see, church planting and evangelism in Hungary takes more time,
more energy, and more effort. And
the Sellers are seeing the fruit of patient labor in young people coming
to Christ, in churches and people rediscovering the gospel, and in church
leaders growing their gospel-centric
churches.
With the recent immigration crisis

along Hungary’s borders, the Sellers
have noticed an interesting response
from the country. Many of these immigrants are entering Hungary in an
effort to reach Germany. However,
the Sellers note that even many Hungarians desire to somehow move to
Germany as well, highlighting the
complexity of the situation.
With Hungary’s borders closing,
the couple recognize how many see
Hungary as the “bad guy in Europe.”
However, they also know other Hungarians who made it to Serbia to
hand out aid to immigrants.
The Sellers remarked how one sign
in Hungary read, “Jesus also was a
migrant,” referring to the treacherous journey Jesus took with his family to Egypt after Herod’s death sentence. Regardless of the reason for
the estimated 200,000 people flooding through Hungary since January,
the Sellers say Christians have still
helped these displaced people.
“There may well be some who have

“Many
Hungarian
and foreign
Christians
still mobilized
resources to
give a ‘cup
of water’ in
the name of
Jesus.”

come as part of a jihadist Trojan
horse tactic, but many Hungarian
and foreign Christians still mobilized resources to give a ‘cup of water’ in the name of Jesus,” they said.
In the meantime, the Sellers are
continually learning from Hungarians. They’ve learned how to pray.
They’ve also learned how to “story out” their faith, referring to how
Hungarians favor narration above
other forms of communication. In a
culture heavily influenced by Eastern thought, stories—and stories
about the life of Jesus—have the potential to greatly impact the minds
and hearts of Hungarians.
“The friendships that we’ve made
with Hungarians are so deep, and
they will be forever, and we’re really
thankful for that.”
WRITTEN BY KATE TRACY
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MISSIONARIES LIVING IN COSTA RICA EXPORT
COFFEE AS A WAY TO FUND OTHER MINISTRIES.
written by emily roth

A STRATEGIC INVITATION

popular Costa Rican saying has often
fit the ministry of Jordan and Marie
Foote well. “Vale la pena,” they say,
when paying a high cost for a goal.
Sacrifice has become familiar to
them. “Vale la pena,” they tell themselves again and again.
The saying translates to: “It’s worth
it.” The Footes know the trials they’ve
faced have been well worth the cost
of following God’s call on their lives.
The Footes export coffee in a business-as-mission partnership with
local Costa Ricans. Their vision is to
use coffee as a life-transforming ministry platform that mobilizes Costa
Rican missionaries.
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The idea came from a vision trip to
Costa Rica in May 2010. Leaders of
a local seminary and missions agencies told the Footes that Costa Rican
Christians were being called as missionaries to countries typically closed
to the gospel. Yet these new missionaries needed help to support themselves financially, as well as to reach
out to the communities around them.
When Jordan and Marie began considering their role in missions, Jordan
wondered how he could apply his 14 years of business
experience to sharing the
gospel. He found that missions needed business professionals to do more than
attend church. They also
need to offer their expertise integrated with Christlike ethics and a gospel
mindset to serve the Lord.
“There is so much more

need in the world than just digging
ditches and teaching VBS,” Jordan
said. “There is need for accounting.
There is need for marketing. There is
need for good, ethical lawyers all over
the world.”
Establishing businesses could be
the answer for many missionaries to
develop redemptive relationships as
well as maintain their visas. The Costa Rican leaders invited Jordan and
Marie to train their missionaries in
how to use business as mission.
A strategic opportunity seemed to
be exporting coffee from Costa Rica

“There is so much
more need in the
world than just
digging ditches
and teaching VBS.”

to markets where the gospel had yet
to reach. Jordan and Marie’s church
in Colorado was already pursuing
China’s growing demand for coffee.
Meanwhile, the Footes were interested in discipling and mobilizing Costa
Rican missionaries to foreign fields.
All this could be done using Costa Rica’s “El Grano de Oro” (“The Golden
Bean”).

FINDING A FOOTING

through suffering. He used difficult
times to teach them about his character.
“The Lord’s really been teaching me
to take my foot off of the gas pedal
and the brake pedal and just let him
drive the car,” Marie said. “He’s got
this. He’s had it from day one.”
After a year on-field, the Footes began to make connections for starting a coffee business. Jordan wrote
a business overview detailing their
skills and resources, the help they
would need, and the kind of business
that would best serve Costa Ricans
and missionaries around the world.
An entrepreneur from Alabama said
he wanted to sell their coffee in the
United States. He calls himself “the
coffee missionary.” He gathered coffee lovers, hosted cupping (coffee
tasting) parties, and placed orders for
all the coffee they could deliver.
“He told us several months ago that
he’s never had as much fun sharing
the gospel than when he’s been doing
it through selling coffee,” Jordan said.
“Our desire is to then create folks like
that all over the United States and
then eventually all over the world.”

Then last January, a church planter
introduced the Footes to Isaac and
Roberto, two local Christians looking to start a coffee business. Their
visions fit together so exactly that
Jordan and Marie felt like they were
talking to themselves in a mirror.
Isaac and Roberto wanted to start a
business that would provide jobs for
missionaries, fund global missions,
and eventually lead to coffee shops in
places unreached by the gospel.
Isaac’s family already had strong
ties to coffee growers in the Santamaría de Dota mountains, within the
Tarrazú region that’s known for producing award-winning coffee. A pastor passionate about mission work,
Isaac would take every opportunity to
preach to the growers, serving them
both economically and spiritually.
“We were looking for a business
with people who already knew the
coffee world and they were looking
for a business where people already
knew contacts in the U.S.,” Jordan
said. “We just became the perfect
match for each other.”
Isaac and Roberto appreciate the
Footes as business consultants and

Jordan and Marie Foote have established a
coffee distribution business in Costa Rica.

The Footes moved their family to
Costa Rica on August 10, 2013. They
were full of hope for the future, not
knowing what the next year would
hold. Their two children started homeschooling several months early to
escape a negative schooling situation.
Marie needed two major surgeries
and attended her father’s funeral.
Jordan struggled to learn Spanish
and felt oppressed by anxiety.
It wasn’t what they asked for, but
God had prepared them to persevere
INSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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a crucial link between the company
and potential customers. Meanwhile,
Jordan and Marie have been grateful
for their partners’ genuine friendship
and holistic view of work and personal life. They settled the partnership
and officially formed Santamaría
Gourmet Coffee last spring.

THE QUADRUPLE BOTTOM
LINE

G LO B A L CO N S U M P T I O N H A S D O U B L E D
IN THE L AST 40 YEARS.

5 3 0,0 0 0 CO F F E E FA R M E R S F R O M
28 CO U N T R I E S B E N E F I T F R O M FA I R
T R A D E CO F F E E .

1 .6 B I L L I O N C U P S O F CO F F E E P E R DAY
A R E CO N S U M E D WO R L DW I D E .

1 0 0 M I L L I O N P E O P L E A R E P R OV I D E D
W I T H CO F F E E J O B S WO R L DW I D E .
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Despite the usual challenge of
cross-cultural communication, the
business partners have not faced any
major hurdles. They agree on how the
business should be run. For them,
Santamaría is more than a fundraiser for missions, with support calcu-

lated by the company’s profitability.
Instead, Santamaría is a ministry in
and of itself.
A traditional business seeks its own
profit and puts the business first before all else. Jordan describes a business as mission as seeking God’s glory through a quadruple bottom line:
financial, emotional, spiritual, and
community/environmental.
This looks like recognizing and caring for the needs of both employees
and customers beyond how they can
make a profit. It means making a
positive change on the local economy
and community. The budget serves a
world in need, giving out of the profits
to help the poor. Even creation care
has its place. Living in a country rich
with natural beauty makes Jordan

ask how their business can preserve
the environment rather than destroy
it.
“How can this entire entity, everything it does, glorify God?” Jordan
said. “That impacts the systems that
are put into place, the marketing
strategy, the sales, the [Human Resources], every aspect.”
For Santamaría, applying business
as mission starts with good customer
service. Jesus told his disciples that
the greatest among them must be a
servant, “for even the Son of Man did
not come to be served, but to serve,
and to give his life as a ransom for
many” (Mark 10:45).
“I believe that is the core and heart
of where business as mission can really be a megaphone for the gospel,”

Jordan said, “because we have the
ability by the power of the Holy Spirit
to serve like nobody else in the world
can.”
With that foundation in place, the
Footes plan to move forward with
their ministry one open door at a
time, whatever the cost may be along
the way. They trust God will fill in the
gaps that only He has the power to
complete.
“He’s in this,” Marie said, “and there
is truly nothing that is either wasted
or without a purpose.”
Vale la pena.
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More than 400 Ugandan orphans and children at risk are now
enrolled in Hope Alive! under Catharine Coon’s leadership.

How a theology of hope propels one missionary to care for the children of Uganda.
BY ANGELICA VELASCO

nside the Sudanese
refugee camp, Agojo, sat families in
mud huts trying to
keep safe from rebels. Catharine Coon
was among them, crying out to God to protect these families. The
infertile land of Agojo (which means
“rocky”) was just one of the several camps Catharine visited where
she listened to Ugandans’ pain-filled
stories—parents killed, homes destroyed, and children chased by rebel
soldiers. Catharine said children had
to flee into bushes to hide
from the rebels. 30,000
children were abducted
in the midst of the civil
war.
Mungula was another
refugee camp Catharine
visited, which sheltered
disabled adults and orphan children. Like
Agojo, the camp was
desolate, resembling an
unhealthy village with a
few scattered mud huts
and little activity from

the people. Unlike Agojo, this land
was fertile, which should have been
an advantage. But it was here the rebels attacked five times in five weeks,
attracted by the crops.
“I asked God to protect these people, and yet their camps would be
attacked again,” Catharine said. “I
remember crying out to Him: ‘Prayer
doesn’t work.’ He never explained
how prayer worked, but as difficult
as it was, struggling and confused as
I was, I found myself drawing more
and more to prayer.”
Catharine, Director of Hope Alive!
in Uganda, has been a missionary

“God spoke to me
very clearly and
said, ‘I want you
to return to Africa
and focus on
children at risk.’”

with WorldVenture since 1988. After a short leave of absence in 2002,
Catharine returned to the mission
field with a clear direction from God.
“God spoke to me very clearly and
said, ‘I want you to return to Africa
and focus on children at risk.’”
In October 2002, Children of Hope
was born (the name was later changed
to Hope Alive!). A relief and development project, Hope Alive! serves orphans and fragile families in Uganda.
The project strives to impact the children and families spiritually, physically, emotionally, educationally, and
socially—aiming to break the cycle
of poverty they endure.
The project works with
local schools and churches in order to achieve this
goal.
From its inception,
Hope Alive! grew rapidly.
“We started with 30 children and three mentors
and we were very quickly
at 200, then 400,” Catharine said. “And in the
midst of that there were
times when it was scary
for me, because of the
INSIDE WORLDVENTURE
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size of it. I didn’t have training for
what I do. I knew nothing about organizational leadership or finances.”
She said God challenged her with
how fast the program was growing. “I
found every time I put the brakes on,
the brake pads went out very quickly,”
Catharine said. “When God is calling
you to something, you need to go at
it wholeheartedly. Sometimes it feels
like jumping off a 50-foot cliff into
water, but you just do it.”

GETTING STARTED
Hope Alive! began with anything
but hope. When Catharine and her
leaders introduced the vision of the
program to children at Mungula,
there was no response. But one young
man spoke up— Franco. Franco stood
up and said, “Thank you so much for
coming. The world has forgotten us.”
“That just pushed my heart,” Cath-

Catharine Coon first felt
called to the orphans and
destitute children of Uganda
at the Agojo refugee camp.
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arine said. “We enrolled the children
and told them we would find them
sponsors.” The program enrollment
rate rapidly grew at first, but soon
came to a halt as families started refusing to enroll their children. Catharine said, “[These families] had been
told things would happen that never did...It was better for them not to
put their child’s name on a list than
chance being devastated one more
time.”
But Catharine did not lose her enthusiasm. She and her team began
giving clothes and school supplies
to the enrolled students. “It was the
first time we saw smiles,” Catharine
said. She remembers Franco declaring, “When you came to us and said
we will be called children of hope I
laughed, but now I know we are children of hope.”
Slowly, other Ugandan families saw
what was happening and wanted a
part of it.

Soon after, Catharine heard the children singing a song they wrote: “We
are the children of hope. Oh God, we
cry out to you. Oh God, hear our burdens. We are the children of hope.”
“I realized we were helping to give
the children an identity,” Catharine
said. “They were given value and
worth and significance as being a
part of Children of Hope.”
Catharine began researching the
meaning of hope, looking up every
reference to the word in the Bible.
Through her research, Catharine
came to her own definition of biblical
hope: “The confident active expectation of good based on the character of
God.”
She said it is because of God and
who He is that people have hope. “It
is an active hope, not one that sits
back,” she said. “If there is something
that can be done, biblical hope will
do it.” Catharine teaches this to Hope
Alive! students, inviting them to see

beyond their current reality. “Just
because something is not yet doesn’t
mean we need to despair,” she said.
“Maybe justice is not here yet but we
can see the possibilities and then we
can begin acting on them.”
Even so, the road has not been easy.
A young man, who was a university
graduate and mentor in Hope Alive!,
had a mother-son kind of relationship with Catharine. “We had a great
relationship and he called me ‘mom,’
but then we found out he was taking
money from us,” she said. “It was
heartbreaking.”
Catharine and the program leaders told the other students what had
happened. After the discussion, one
of the high school-aged leaders began
telling Catharine about his difficult
week. She listened, anticipating he
would ask her for prayer. But instead,
he shared a Psalm with her.
“He looked right at me and said, ‘I
want you to know that even though
this is difficult, God is with us. He

“We are the children
of hope. Oh God,
we cry out to you.
Oh God, hear our
burdens. We are the
children of hope.”
will not forsake you,’” Catharine said.
“He was coming to me not asking me
for prayer but to comfort me. That
was beautiful and something I never
anticipated when I first started this
project.”

A HOPEFUL FUTURE
Catharine said it has been a privilege to watch the Hope Alive! alumni
grow. One former student has a small
cooking business and he asked Catharine if any of the other students had
trained in cooking or catering.
“His first choice was to hire someone from Hope Alive!,”
Catharine said. “That was a
joy for me to see one of our
alumni in a position to hire
another alumnus.”
Catharine has big future
goals for Hope Alive!, as
the need in Uganda is still
great. Ugandan classrooms
are overcrowded (about
100 students per class), the
buildings contain no windows or doors, and only
pieces of what was once a
whole chalkboard remain
on the walls.
“The schools in particular are just
horrific. We finally decided we just
can’t keep sending our kids to these
schools,” Catharine said.
That’s why donations are funding
a school being built for the Hope

Alive! students. “We want it to be a
high-quality school with 25 students
in a class and connection to internet,
a high standard of teaching, no matter where you are comparing it to,
with a strong Christian foundation,
where God is the center of all the
teaching,” she said.
Catharine and other leaders also
want to start a primary school focused on agriculture. “There is now a
generation, due to the war, who does
not know how to plant crops,” she
said.
In addition to the school, Catharine
said Hope Alive! plans to have a daycare in order for the parents to be able
to work, as well as a family resource
center. Hope Alive! is also in the process of buying another piece of land
for a church and a soccer field. “We
would like to put in a soccer field and
have a good sports program to draw
the youth in,” she said. “Looking at
the future of the country, the children
have to be well-educated in order for
the country to move forward.”
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T H E 1924 OLY M PICS,
BU R M A , A N D T H E OR IGI NS
OF WOR L DV EN T U R E

r

ay Buker Sr. used
to run across the
finish line handin-hand with his
identical
twin,
Richard.
The
twins had grown up running a mile
to school, located along the Rhode Island and Connecticut border. When
the twins began attending Bates College together in Maine, Ray became
famous for his astonishing finishing
sprint.
Ray became the national champion
in the mile and two-mile. He went on
to attend seminary in Chicago, where
he continued running and training
for the 1924 Olympics. When he qualified, Ray headed out on a boat for
10 days across the Atlantic Ocean to
Paris, France. There he met Eric Liddell, the famous Scottish runner and
missionary in China, who eventually
would become the subject of the film
“Chariots of Fire.”
Eric was famous for being a devout
Christian, refusing to run in his favored 100-meter race because it was
held on Sunday. Ray was also a strict
observer of the Sabbath, who, along
with his brother, passed on a chance
to compete in the 1920 Olympic trials
because they were held on Sunday.
There was no room to train on the
wooden ship heading to Paris, so Ray
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lost much of his momentum and training. Subsequently, he ended up fifth
in the 1500-meter race,
even though he had been
in second place for most
of the course. Still, he received a gold medal, as the
top five finishers during
that time all received gold
medals.
Perhaps it was
his running career that taught
Ray the perseverance
and
endurance
he
would need for
his other passion
in life: missions.
Perhaps it was
the suffering and
discipline he experienced as a
runner that enabled him to go
to the American
Baptist Foreign
Mission Society, along
with his brother, and ask
for the hardest mission
field in the world.
Ray and Dick were then
sent to Burma. Dick was a
doctor and started many

Perhaps it was the
suffering and discipline
he experienced as a
runner that enabled him
to go to the American
Baptist Mission Society,
along with his brother,
and ask for the hardest
mission field in the world.

ALUMNI
leper colonies. Ray, along with his
wife Dorothy and his brother’s family, were appointed with the American
Baptist Foreign Mission Society. The
work in Burma began to have its complications with the mixing of liberal
and conservative theologies being
taught to the nationals.
This caused Ray and others to approach the mission board to form

two separate societies instead of
splitting over theological differences.
However, with the outbreak of World
War II, the convention could not meet.
The organization that did meet voted
to separate the two groups, creating
the Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society. The Bukers were the second unit to be appointed at the begin-

ning of CBFMS (today WorldVenture),
and Ray later became the first foreign
secretary of the mission.
WRITTEN BY KATE TRACY
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Ray Buker took fifth place in the 1500-meter race at the 1924
Paris Olympics, where famous missionary Eric Liddell also ran.
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N E W

D E P A R T U R E S

AARON & BESS EDMUNDS
Aaron and Bess Edmunds departed for Kenya in September, where
they will be serving children at risk through teaching English and
sports.

K EN YA
MEGAN WRIGHT
Megan Wright departed for Uganda in September, where she will be
serving the people of Uganda through music ministry.

UGA NDA
PHOUA VANG
Phoua Vang left for Japan in September. She will be sharing with
the Japanese through friendship evangelism.

JA PA N
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WHO IS WORLDVENTURE?
WHO WE ARE : WorldVenture is a Christian missionary sending
agency. We train, send, and support Christ-followers to work
internationally for the purpose of making disciples, catalyzing
movements of the gospel, and building the global church.
WHAT WE DO : We work in more than 65 countries utilizing the
arts, media, business, education, family and medicine, church
outreach, science and agriculture, and government to speak
among the unreached, unchurched, and unwanted peoples of the
world the simple, life-giving message of Jesus.
OUR MISSION : To see people of all nations transformed by Jesus
Christ in partnership with His church.

www.worldventure.com
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED
If you feel the call from God on your life to fulfill the Great
Commission internationally, we are so thankful you’re
considering us. The next step is to fill out our online GO form,
and one of our coaches will connect with you soon.
You can also follow us on social media to stay connected.

@worldventure
facebook.com/worldventure
vimeo.com/worldventure
@worldventure

www.worldventure.com/go
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info@worldventure.com | 720.283.2000
1501 W. Mineral Ave. Littleton, CO 80120

